What Does it Mean?

Below you will find ten made up words. Underline the prefix and suffix in each word. Then, use your knowledge of prefixes and suffixes to write the definition of the word.

1. Synfriendess
   A female with the same friends as you

2. Unhumanish
   Not like a human

3. Antemonkeycide
   Before the killing of a monkey

4. Autowashcian
   Someone who washes him/herself

5. Nonwinosis
   The state or condition of not winning

6. Monopigology
   The study of one pig

7. Overcoasterist
   Someone who rides (or has) too many coasters

8. Postschooldom
   The state of after school (or after the state of school)

9. Extrasmellance
   The quality of smelling more

10. Semipizzaance
    The state of half a pizza